Did you know?

Enjoy nature and make a difference
by collecting valuable scientific data

Watershed practices and land uses affect
water quality. Stream monitoring offers
an opportunity for you to learn about the
water quality of a local stream and how
your actions can affect that stream.

Do you like being outside and have a passion for protecting our shared
natural resources? With a commitment of only a few hours per month, you
can become a volunteer stream monitor with
Water Action Volunteers (WAV).
WAV is a collaboration of the Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resources (WDNR),
the University of Wisconsin–Madison Division
of Extension and local groups and citizens
committed to preserving, protecting and
restoring Wisconsin’s 86,888 miles of streams
and rivers. Partners gather high-quality
stream data and share their knowledge to
inform key resource management decisions
that impact local communities.
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Did you know?
Insufficient data is a
major hurdle to making
informed decisions
about local resources.
Your stream monitoring
will provide important
baseline and trend data
that may be the only
data available for a
particular waterbody.
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Your local WAV contact is:
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If no local contact is noted above, please contact:
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Peggy Compton, WAV Baseline Monitoring and Outreach
University of Wisconsin–Madison Division of Extension
peggy.compton@wisc.edu 608-342-1633

• Join a network of over 500
citizen scientist volunteers
across the state

You can learn more about WAV data collection, storage
and use and the Surface Water Integrated Monitoring
System (SWIMS) database by contacting:

• Have fun outside & connect
with the natural world

Ilana Haimes, WAV Special Projects and Data Management
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
ilana.haimes@wisconsin.gov 608-266-3599

• Learn about water quality
& aquatic life in your local
stream

University of Wisconsin–Madison Division of Extension provides equal opportunities
in employment and programming including Title VI, Title IX and ADA requirements.

Become a
Water Action
Volunteer!

• Collect valuable scientific
data to inform stream
management decisions

What do WAV volunteers do?
As a WAV volunteer you’ll learn how to measure
six important elements of stream health using
scientific tools and techniques:

• Dissolved oxygen – aquatic life depends on it.
• Water temperature – affects oxygen demand

• Habitat – streambank, bed and riparian

characteristics can tell us if habitat is suitable
for aquatic organisms.

• Stream macroinvertebrates – insects, worms,
crustaceans, clams and other small, boneless
creatures that are visible without the aid of a
microscope are used to assess water quality
based on their tolerance to conditions.

and can limit creatures’ survival.

• Transparency – too many suspended particles
in the water can be harmful to aquatic plants
and other organisms.

• Stream flow – the amount of flowing water in
a stream is an important habitat limitation.

“ I felt a sense of accomplishment monitoring st

Are you a member or
leader of a group or association?
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WAV relies heavily on local groups to coordinate training and
monitoring initiatives across the state. If you’re a member or
leader of a group with a shared dedication to local waterways,
please contact the WAV statewide coordinator (see back panel)
for details on how your group can help.
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How much time is required?

Anyone interested in science, the environment
and learning more about streams and water quality
would make a great volunteer stream monitor.
Active volunteers include:

Not much! Before you begin monitoring, WAV will
teach you about the scientific tools and techniques
that you’ll use. After the initial 6-hour training, you
can expect to spend 6-10 hours per year monitoring
your local stream.

• Individuals and families
• Sporting groups (Trout Unlimited, etc.)
• Schools and youth groups (4-H, scouts, etc.)
• Community organizations (watershed councils, etc.)

You’ll monitor dissolved oxygen, temperature,
transparency and flow once a month from MayOctober (or as weather permits). You’ll also monitor
habitat once a year and macroinvertebrates each
spring and fall. Your local WAV program may offer
training and materials to monitor additional variables
or may monitor on a different schedule, based on
goals of the program.
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Who can volunteer?

How can you get involved?
The first step is to contact your local program coordinator or the statewide WAV Coordinator (see back
panel). Trainings are held throughout the state each
year and combine classroom instruction and hands-on
field training to teach you to measure the six WAV
parameters of stream health. Your local coordinator
can tell you when a training is scheduled in your area,
or you can visit the WAV website to see upcoming
training sessions. Once you’ve been trained, you
can begin monitoring.
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Where will you monitor?
A WAV volunteer monitors one or more sites as an
individual or part of a 2-3 person team. Volunteers
monitor streams and rivers that can be safely
entered while wearing hip waders. Many WAV stream
monitors choose a site based on their personal
interest or proximity to their home or school.
Some programs work with local and state agencies
to coordinate monitoring locations.

What happens to collected data?
The data you collect are entered into the WDNR’s
public Surface Water Integrated Monitoring System
(SWIMS) online database. Anyone with web access
can view the data in the database,
which is searchable by county,
stream or site name.
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Scientific methods, consistent training and
data checks ensure that citizen-collected
data entered into the SWIMS database are
high-quality. In SWIMS, the data is available
now and in the future for scientists, citizens
and communities to study and to observe
changes in stream conditions over time.

